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We describe a method for 
fractional ideal of its order. 
deterlmining computationally whether a given is a principal 
Let R be a discrete valuation. ring, w:ith quotient field K. Let A be a finite 
dimensional commutative separabze K-algebra; that is, A is the direct sum of a 
finite number of finite separable extension fields of K. 
A lattice (in A over R ) is’ a finite dimensional R -module spanning A over K. An 
order (in A over R) is a lattice which further is a subring of A containing the 
identity. 
Given a lattice M, the order of M is the largest order admitted by M, that is, the 
set: 
{x EA IxMCM}. 
The lattice M is principal if it is a principal fractional ideal of its order; f”.at is, if 
where % is the order of M, and u E A. M is inuertible if there is a lattice N such that 
MN=% 
Since R is a discrete valuation ring, the two concepts coincide. 
Suppose that a lattice A4 has been specified; usually this is done by giving an 
R-basis. In applications it is frequently of interest to be able to determine speedily 
whether M is principal. This is often done by searching for an element u E M of 
‘%mallest norm”, and then checking if u-* M is an order. The method described 
here is, however, considerably more e 
with r# s, such t at both must be 
n, then by the invertible powers theorem [I, 
2, 31, Ml is invertible for all j B n - 1. So we could take r = n - 1, s = n. 
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It is however quicker to calculate M2, hf4,. . . and take t to be the smallest power 
of 2 which exceeds or is equal to n - 1. Thus, determining M’ requires of the order 
of log2 n matrix multiplications and reductions. Now one may square M’, and take 
s = 24 but s = I + 1 is equally satisfactory. 
(2) Determine the module indices [M’ : M] and [lM” : M’] (see [23). Computa- 
tionally, this is best achieved by diagonalizing the matrices representing M, M’, MS, 
and evaluating the quotients of the respective determinants. 
(3) Use the following, which is, in fact, valid over any dedekind domain R. 
Theorem. Let r, s be distinct integers such that M’, MS are invertible. Then M is 
invertible if and only if 
[M’ : Ml”” = [MS : M’]‘-‘, 
Proof. From [3] we know that there is a finite separable xtension field L of K, 
with ring of integers S over R such that 
lEvMSCQ? 
where v E AL, 1 is the identity element of AL, and 8 is the maximal order in AL 
over S. Thus the sequence of lattices (vMS)&, k = 1,2,. . . increases, and for 
k 2 n - 1 is equal to a certain order. A necessary and sufficient condition for M to 
be invertible is that the sequence be stable for k 2 1. Equivalently, that 
[@MS) : vMS] = [ (vMSr : (vMS)' ] = S 
far some distinct r, s such that (vMS)’ = (vMS)“. Writing [vB : 231 = q, a fractional 
ideal of S, we may express this as 
q’-‘[(MS)’ : MS] = q”-’ [ (MS)s : (MS)’ ] = S, 
or, equivalently 
[(MS)’ : MS]“-’ = [(MS)” : (MS)’ ]*-I 
= -(r-l)(s-r) 4 l 
Thus M is invertible if and only if 
[M’ : M]“-’ l S = [MS : M’]‘-’ l S, 
and the theorem follows. 
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